
***Note that Trumps in-universe are extremely rare. If a roll comes out as a Trump, flip a coin. If 
heads, the power is kept. Tails, and it is rerolled. If the next roll is a Trump, no coin flip is 
needed. 

# Effect: Class: 

1 Superspeed(mind slows and gets less responsive as speed 
increases) 

Mover 4 

2 Can rotate a circular area of ground around a central point. 
Anything on the circle gains increased durability while it is 
turning 

Shaker 3 

3 Can turn inorganic objects into wearable armor at touch Brute 5 

4 Can increase/decrease gravity for themself Breaker 2 

5 Can control clouds  Master 10 

6 Tinker(Rube-Goldberg Machines) Tinker 2, Thinker 1 

7 Can forcefully ejects a firehose of water from their mouth, 
ears, and nose 

Blaster 3 

8 Large-Scale Cybervoyancy Thinker 5 

9 Charge-based repulsion. The longer they touch the object, the 
farther it can fly 

Striker 7 

10 Can transform into a water form Changer 6 

11 Can reroute powers from one individual to any nearby other, 
including themself,for a short period of time 

Trump 7 

12 Can make themself immune to the senses of others Stranger 6 

13 Gains increased speed relative to the amount of their life they 
have spent near their current location. The more time spent, 
the faster they are. In a new location, they are only slightly 
faster than the average person 

Mover 5 

14 Can induce spontaneous selective and short-lived plant 
growth within their immediate surroundings 

Shaker 4 

15 Generic super strength Brute 6 

16 Can increase/decrease own density Breaker 4 

17 Can create and control golems made out of wood Master 8 



18 Tinker(Wood) Tinker 2 

19 Line of sight explosions of air Blaster 3 

20 Perfect Timing Thinker 7 

21 Fuses solid objects together at touch Striker 5 

22 Gains the body of any chosen organic being they touch Changer 8, Stranger 7, 
Trump 5 

23 Copies powers one at a time, one shot only Trump 6 

24 Appears to be a houseplant at will Stranger 3 

25 Super jumps Mover 2, Brute 1 

26 Swamp generation Shaker 4 

27 Body bounces back physical attacks like rubber Brute 3 

28 Can become Intangible  Breaker 5 

29 Can control cats Master 6 

30 Tinker(Antigravity) Tinker 4 

31 Ability to shoot globs of hyper-adhesive mucus from hands Blaster 5 

32 Weak-point detection Thinker 3 

33 Highly corrosive touch Striker 8 

34 Complete control over their own body and everything in it Changer 7, Brute 6 

35 On/Off switch for powers Trump 7 

36 Looks like the last person the observer focused on Stranger 6 

37 Able to walk/run on any surface, even water or air Mover 6 

38 Slowly reconstitutes surroundings into simple shapes Shaker 2 

39 Can halt motion around them in a 1-inch radius Brute 3 

40 Can separate body parts harmlessly at will and move them 
independently through the air with telekinesis. 

Breaker 3, Master 1, 
Thinker 1, Mover 1 

41 Control over paper Master 10 

42 Tinker(steam) Tinker 4 



43 Air expulsion from mouth  Blaster 4, Mover 1 

44 Danger sense(what things are most likely to injure/kill them) Thinker 2 

45 Ice Touch Striker 5 

46 Gains animalistic features at will Changer 4 

47 New power every day Trump 7 

48 Can merge invisibly with physical objects Stranger 5 

49 Shoots concussive blasts of air out of hands and feet Mover 7, Blaster 4 

50 Floor is lava Shaker 10 

51 Forcefield exoskeleton Brute 6 

52 Absorbs and releases kinetic energy Breaker 6, Striker 5 

53 Controls machines with mind Master 9 

54 Tinker(Magnets) Tinker 6 

55 Can shoot clips of fingernails with the speed of bullets Blaster 3 

56 Intuitive understanding of the buttons of people Thinker 8 

57 Reverses the velocity and momentum of objects/people Striker 3 

58 Changes into a collection of bouncy balls, any individual ball 
can reform back into them, but only one. 

Changer 3, Stranger 1, 
Thinker 1 

59 Line of sight power switching(one at a time) Trump 4 

60 Appears to be a natural part of the room/area Stranger 3 

61 Flight, tougher the faster they are moving Mover 8, Brute 6 

62 Transforms water in area into propagating glue. Shaker 4 

63 Straight-line noncontinuous flight, human cannonball Brute 7, Mover 4 

64 Shrinking Breaker 5, Stranger 4 

65 Manipulates intuition and gut feelings in others Master 5 

66 Tinker(rockets) Tinker 7 

67 Shoots hard light firecrackers from hands  Blaster 2 



68 Perfect muscle memory/muscle matching Thinker 3 

69 Things vibrate rapidly Striker 6 

70 Can dive into a type of surface, and move that surface as if it 
was their body. 

Changer 6, Shaker 4 

71 Flight(using and granting) Trump 3, Mover 3 

72 Amorphous body capable of clinging to surfaces Stranger 4, Changer 3, 
Breaker 1 

73 Line of sight vampirism of kinetic energy Mover 4 

74 Forcefield generation Shaker 4 

75 Super strength(while moving) Brute 5 

76 Can decrease interaction with the world at will Breaker 3, Stranger 2 

77 Control birds Master 7 

78 Tinker(Gas/fumes) Tinker 9 

79 Can gather rocks to surround them, and then fire at a target Blaster 5, Master 1 

80 Total awareness for a mile radius Thinker 7 

81 Change the color of objects at will Striker 2 

82 Transform into a body made of the material they are touching Changer 5, Brute 4 

83 Can grant random temporary powers to others(3 at a time) Trump 7 

84 Can transform into air, and resolidify at a point where there is 
some of the particles 

Stranger 5, Changer 4 

85 Long-range teleportation Mover 6 

86 Centralized Earthquakes Shaker 5 

87 Extremely rapid regeneration Brute 4  

88 Body ignores chosen substances at will(3 at maximum) Breaker 6 

89 Summon and control variable lengths of leather cord Master 4, Shaker 1 

90 Tinker(cybernetic augmentation) Tinker 4 

91 Blasts of steam Blaster 4 



92 May intuitively understand any task they are presented with, 
for as long as they are actively trying to complete the task 

Thinker 6 

93 Makes substances more fluid Striker 3 

94 Projects a chosen solid image over their entire body  Changer 6, Stranger 2 

95 Creates a “hands-off” zone. No powers or movement of limbs 
allowed within the radius of the zone. Aoe is a sphere. 

Trump 9, Shaker 7 

96 Appears to be an inconsequential individual who should be 
present for some reason or another 

Stranger 4 

97 Very short range Teleportation Mover 2 

98 Makes plants grow rapidly around them Shaker 2 

99 Bone exoskeleton Brute 3 

100 Chooses in what direction gravity applies for themself Breaker 4, Mover 2 

101 Control Grass Master 6 

102 Tinker(Mech Suits) Tinker 5 

103 Shoots short-term nerve-paralyzing beam Blaster 3  

104 Intuitive understanding of cause and effect Thinker 6 

105 Increase the friction of a surface for a certain amount of time 
half a second after contact has been made 

Striker 3 

106 Projection of a large, amorphous blob Changer 5 

107 Power amplifier Trump 7 

108 Invisibility Stranger 4 

109 Flight(through large, retractable wings) Mover 3 

110 Terrakinesis  Shaker 8, Blaster 4 

111 Incredibly strong, strength degrades very rapidly with use and 
must be recharged  

Brute 5 

112 Kinetic energy that hits them is rerouted through their body to 
emerge somewhere else 

Breaker 6, Brute 4 

113 Forms and controls ice golems out of gathered water Master 5 



114 Tinker(portability) Tinker 3 

115 Shoots lightning bolts from hands Blaster 6 

116 See through the eyes of anyone they’ve met, one at a time Thinker 6 

117 Touched objects swiftly rotate one hundred and eighty 
degrees 

Striker 6 

118 Transforms into a large malleable mass of concrete Changer 6, Brute 4 

119 Gains a small amount of each power in their immediate vicinity Trump 5 

120 Invisible to non-parahumans Stranger 5 

121 Strength and speed proportional to how much weight they are 
holding. 

Mover 3, Brute 3 

122 Can create areas of complete sensory deprivation Shaker 4 

123 Blood on the surface of their skin is an impenetrable barrier Brute 3 

124 Can cause themselves or touched items to decrease in mass 
until they float in the air. 

Breaker 4, Striker 4 

125 Can decrease the amount of emotion any person feels, 
permanently, through line of sight. May restore this. 

Master 3 

126 Tinker(Macgyvering) Tinker 5 

127 Fires flat forcefields as projectiles Blaster 3 

128 Can hold all of the memories of one other person at a time Thinker 7, Stranger 2 

129 Can suck the nutrients out of others with a touch, regenerating 
and nourishing themselves 

Striker 8, Brute 3 

130 Change into complicated machinery Changer 4 

131 Power mimic, one power at a time Trump 5 

132 Invisible to parahumans Stranger 5 

133 Can move body with fine telekinesis Mover 3 

134 Creates an area which blocks conscious nerve signals to the 
body, preventing movement 

Shaker 7 

135 May give away the wounds they have to another living organic 
being at touch, proportional to the size of the wound and the 

Brute 4, Striker 4 



size of the creature 

136 Can “die” at will and reappear at full health a predetermined 
distance away, leaving a corpse behind 

Breaker 7, Brute 3, 
Mover 2,  

137 Can control a group of projections which appear to be regular 
human beings 

Master 6, Stranger 2, 
Thinker 2 

138 Tinker(Temporal Distortion) Tinker 7 

139 May fire pieces of their flesh as projectiles, and heal them 
back 

Blaster 2, Brute 2 

140 Complete understanding of all forms of communication Thinker 1 

141 Inflicts pain at a touch; more touches, more pain Striker 6 

142 May alter the appearance of anyone at touch, permanently Changer 9, Striker 6, 
Stranger 6 

143 Can give others powers under “conditions”, and if the 
“conditions” are broken, the power is lost. 

Trump 9 

144 May redirect the attention of beings at will Stranger 4 

145 Superspeed while in water Mover 2 

146 Can make choice surfaces extremely slippery Shaker 2 

147 Manipulates the adrenaline output of themselves and others Brute 1, Master 1 

148 Duplication of an item they are holding Breaker 4 

149 Control dirt golems Master 7 

150 Tinker(propulsion) Tinker 4 

151 Attacks with phantom limbs much longer than their real ones Blaster 4, Brute 3 

152 Can sense the history of an object by touching it Thinker 3 

153 Causes uncontrollable laughing fits Striker 6 

154 Transform into animals at will Changer 9 

155 One power that changes at will into a random power of chosen 
classification 

Trump 7 

156 Persuasion Stranger 8 



157 Flight, super strength, invulnerability Mover 10, Brute 9 

158 Transmutation of inorganic matter Shaker 4 

159 Forcefield control (offense/defense/movement) Brute 8, Blaster 6, 
Mover 4 

160 Switches between two powers: one makes them immobile yet 
near-indestructible; the other grants long range teleportation, 
but they take double damage from everything. 

Breaker 5, Mover -1/9, 
Brute 8 

161 Controls a giant “imaginary friend” Master 4 

162 Tinker(Sonics) Tinker 5 

163 Summon bricks at will, line of sight Blaster 1 

164 Copy thought patterns by looking at people Thinker 1 

165 Storing objects in a pocket dimension, bringing them back out Striker 4 

166 Shapeshift into giant snake Changer 6 

167 Can roll a power lottery at will and obtain a random power Trump 4 

168 Pacifism field Stranger 4, Shaker 4 

169 Moves the same speed as the object/person he is touching Mover 2 

170 Turns the environment sculptable like clay Shaker 2 

171 Invulnerable skin Brute 2 

172 Affects the world less at will Breaker 2 

173 Can create and command basic life out of organic material Master 3 

174 Tinker(nanomachines) Tinker 4 

175 Fires concussive blasts Blaster 4 

176 Can “drift” into meaningful events Thinker 3 

177 All complicated inorganic matter collapses at a touch Striker 4 

178 Disembodied individual, can possess small animals Changer 4, Master 2 

179 All powers in range are weakened and shared equally Trump 3 

180 Can enter an intangible state inside another human being Stranger 6, Master 6, 



allowing for them to be be controlled Changer 2 

181 Superspeed quadruped Mover 4 

182 Alteration of proportions and distance Shaker 8 

183 Damage to body is regenerated with tree-like parts Brute 3  

184 Becomes invisible and intangible while not moving Breaker 4, Stranger 3 

185 Self-duplicator; clones created a short distance away, but all 
bodies follow the movements of the first 

Master 4 

186 Tinker(Transforming tech) Tinker 3 

187 Fires objects at a speed inversely proportional to their size Blaster 4, Striker 3 

188 Aware of the fine positions of everyone within a radius Thinker 2 

189 Launches target straight up incredibly quickly Striker 6 

190 Can change into a stone form at will Changer 3, Brute 3 

191 Cycles randomly through powers every few minutes Trump 3 

192 Emits invisible odorless agnosia-inducing gas at will Stranger 10 

193 Superspeed, can only move forward with minor turns, only 
while both feet are touching the ground 

Mover 5 

194 Creates a forcefield bubble that deflects energy attacks Shaker 3 

195 Can repair damage to body by tearing down objects at touch Brute 3, Striker 2  

196 Can grow at will Breaker 5 

197 Can control the bodies of any number of conscious volunteers Master 3, Thinker 1 

198 Tinker(weather) Tinker 7 

199 Fires blasts of light which reverse short bursts of time Blaster 6 

200 5-second precog Thinker 4 

201 Lights things on fire with a touch Striker 5 

202 Changes into target’s worst fear Changer 7 

203 Gains powers of whoever they are touching Trump 5, Striker 3 

204 Has a “third person view” transferrable by touch Stranger 5 



205 Can transform into a rapidly spinning wheel. Mover 7, Changer 2 

206 Creates a small bubble in which they have super speed Shaker 3, Mover 2 

207 Becomes more durable the longer they go without being hit Brute 3 

208 Perfect homeostasis Breaker 2 

209 Controls cardboard Master 4 

210 Tinker(shifting states of matter) Tinker 3 

211 Fires pieces of metal from their chest at high speeds Blaster 7 

212 Retrocognition Thinker 2 

213 Slows time greatly for an object at touch Striker 5 

214 Transforms into complicated inorganic structures Changer 6, Stranger 5 

215 Line of sight power-shutoff Trump 4 

216 Shadow moves independently of self, still senses Stranger 5, Master 1, 
Thinker 1 

217 Able to summon moving telekinetic platforms  Mover 5, Master 1 

218 Objects within a radius begin levitating, and fly towards a 
given target, all at once. 

Shaker 4 

219 Fists have super strength, any other hand position doesn’t Brute 3 

220 Can enter “slip state” in which they are only affected by 
stationary objects 

Breaker 4 

221 Controls diamonds Master 8 

222 Tinker(biochemistry) Tinker 7 

223 Blast which reflects projectiles Blaster 4 

224 Able to increase the capability of one sense by turning off 
other senses incrementally 

Thinker 5 

225 Causes touched objects to explode after a certain time limit Striker 5 

226 Duplicates/shifts into bears of varying size based on amount Changer 8, Master 2 

227 Limit break!!! Trump 5 



228 Every action they perform is viewed as completely ordinary 
and orthodox 

Stranger 4 

229 Line of sight teleportation of self/objects Mover 9 

230 Very strong tendrils erupt from the ground Shaker 9 

231 Body rapidly creates temporary protections from attacks they 
receive, super strength, regeneration 

Brute 9 

232 Can store energy inside of them instead of being hurt by it and 
release it as increased strength 

Breaker 9, Brute 5 

233 Can create suggestions in humans using reverse psychology, 
additional suggestions can be layered 

Master 9 

234 Tinker(making other’s powers into reproducible tech) Tinker 9, Trump 5 

235 Can fire arcs of controlled lightning, capable of branching off 
and hitting multiple targets with variable intensity. 

Blaster 9 

236 Senses the detailed desires/fears of anyone within range Thinker 9 

237 Rapid transmutation of organic material into inorganic material Striker 9 

238 Transforms into giant golem made of surrounding materials Changer 9, Brute 3-6 

239 Turns off all powers in a radius, mimics all such powers Trump 9 

240 Can take the form of another human being, complete with the 
consciousness of that person running the body. Their own 
consciousness is invisible to the smaller one, and they may 
take over at will, though this renders them visible. 

Stranger 9, Changer 4 

241 Teleportation, but one part of their body before they teleport 
must touch the same point as one part of their body after they 
teleport. 40 teleports per sec maximum.  

Mover 3 

242 Unconsciousness bubble Shaker 5 

243 Forcefield that covers body and can be expanded explosively Brute 4, Blaster 3 

244 Manipulation of mass and shape of their body Breaker 5  

245 Manipulate detached body parts at range. No ability to detach 
at will, cannot reattach at all. Slow regeneration brings 
removed flesh back. Can sense through removed organs. 

Master 4, Brute 2, 
Tinker 1 

246 Tinker(exponentiation) Tinker 6 



247 Fine telekinesis, moves faster inversely proportional to the 
size of the object.  

Blaster 3 

248 Can assign a danger sense to a limited number of objects or 
individuals, and they are alerted when they are in danger 

Thinker 4 

249 Can increase/decrease the mass of objects via touch Striker 5 

250 Able to transform into a ripped adonis Changer 2, Brute 1 

251 Can designate up to three objects/individuals at a time to be 
immune to the effects of powers 

Trump 5 

252 Large-scale line of sight incredibly detailed illusions which 
interact with all major senses(including touch, but not force) 

Stranger 10, Shaker 4 

253 Generic Superspeed Mover 5 

254 Creates structures made of soap-like bubbles from nothing Shaker 2 

255 Becomes stronger/tougher the more damage they are dealt Brute 3-6 

256 Can cover their skin in an incredibly deadly burning energy  Breaker 7, Striker 5 

257 Able to animate pictures and control the moving two 
dimensional people, seeing through their eyes and speaking 
through them at will 

Master 2, Stranger 2, 
Thinker 1 

258 Tinker(batteries) Tinker 3 

259 Can fire nearby liquids rapidly as projectiles Blaster 2 

260 Gains the mental processing power of anyone they touch Thinker 3 

261 Muscle Paralysis at touch Striker 4 

262 Shapeshifting objects (mass must be conserved) Changer 3 

263 Power augmentation/diminution Trump 6 

264 Unable to be seen in someone’s periphery Stranger 1 

265 Creates forcefield platforms that start on the ground and are 
raised a max of 2in upwards, and moved at chosen speed 

Mover 5 

266 Creates invisible forcefield constructions that last as long as 
people remember they are there 

Shaker 3 

267 Only 1% of damage they would receive affects them Brute 4 



268 Can increase or decrease forces as they apply to them Breaker 4 

269 Controls sleeping humans, line of sight Master 8, Thinker 1 

270 Tinker(metallurgy) Tinker 3 

271 Fires a “stupidity beam” that robs the target of processing 
capability until they struggle to perform simple tasks 

Blaster 3 

272 Absorbs information at touch, for 5 minutes Thinker 5 

273 Speed-based immediate vicinity telekinesis  Striker 5 

274 Transforms into any amount of organic material at will Changer 7 

275 Rand. generic power granting of parts of Alexandria package Trump 5 

276 Unable to be perceived except by human senses Stranger 2 

277 Lightspeed movement(with temporary blindness) Mover 3 

278 Causes people’s nervous systems to connect to one another Shaker 7 

279 Super strength and resiliency based on willpower Brute 6 

280 Makes self into a two-dimensional form Breaker 3, Changer 1, 
Stranger 1 

281 Creation and wireless mental control of digital AI minions Master 6, Thinker 5, 
Stranger 5, Tinker 1 

282 Tinker(Security) Tinker 4 

283 Antimatter projection Blaster 12 

284 Three second precognition Thinker 1 

285 Short-term memory wipe Striker 4  

286 Transforms into a shadow form Changer 3, Stranger 1 

287 Immobility and Invulnerability granted while there is contact Trump 6 

288 Looks like someone else a viewer knows Stranger 4 

289 Interdimensional movement into one substance, and emerging 
somewhere else out of the same nearby substance 

Mover 4, Thinker 1 

290 Manipulation of centrifugal force Shaker 6 



291 Super strength inversely proportional to how far the limb is 
from their core 

Brute 3 

292 Able to manipulate the electromagnetic field of his body Breaker 1 

293 Technopath, more complicated machines are harder to use, 
(weak telekinesis) 

Master 4 

294 Tinker(mimicking equipment) Tinker 6 

295 Phase-change beam Blaster 10 

296 Learns how to use an object perfectly at touch Thinker 6 

297 Full memory wipe Striker 10 

298 Inspector Gadget hand Changer 1 

299 Power vampire Trump 4 

300 Prevents those in the area from feeling concerned/in danger Stranger 9 

301 Manipulation of the direction of acceleration  Mover 3, Blaster 2 

302 Surrounding fluids freeze Shaker 4 

303 Can redirect damage their body would take into other objects 
at touch 

Brute 5, Striker 3 

304 Connects parts of their body to surrounding objects, giving 
them the properties of those objects in those locations 

Breaker 4, Brute 3, 
Changer 2 

305 Minor angular telekinesis surrounding the joints of an object, 
allowing the control of people and crafted golems 

Master 4 

306 Tinker(Clothing) Tinker 3 

307 Shoots sparks that grow larger and more powerful the farther 
they travel 

Blaster 5 

308 Can grok complicated systems at will so long as they don’t 
think about it too much 

Thinker 3 

309 Can cause the things they touch to become extremely 
adhesive for a short period of time 

Striker 6 

310 Transforms into a large, hypermobile cannonball Changer 6, Mover 5, 
Brute 3 

311 Copies any power that is currently being used on them Trump 4 



312 Can calm others at a touch, and make them feel that 
everything is alright 

Stranger 4, Striker 2, 
Master 2 

313 Can obliterate an object at touch to launch themselves forward 
with force proportional to the mass of the object 

Mover 7, Striker 6 

314 Can turn air into water in a several yard radius around them, 
and also breathe underwater. 

Shaker 4, Breaker 1 

315 Can replace damage to their body with cannibalized materials, 
healing the damaged locations and giving parts of their body 
the characteristics of those materials 

Brute 2, Striker 2, 
Changer 2 

316 Can “swim” through the earth Breaker 3, Mover 2 

317 Controls water. Fine control decreases as the scope 
increases. 

Master 5, Blaster 3 

318 Tinker(electricity) Tinker 6 

319 Can shoot gels from their hands which entangle and cushion 
foes, similar to containment foam. 

Blaster 4 

320 Can “pause” time, stopping the world entirely as their thoughts 
continue 

Thinker 3 

321 Highly corrosive touch Striker 4 

322 Rubber body Changer 4 

323 Can redirect powers that affect the user to instead affect the 
attacker 

Trump 7 

324 Can project an invisible “astral form” linked to the character 
capable of interacting with the world around them  

Stranger 7, Master 3  

325 Very fast flight, but only close to the ground Mover 4 

326 Can rapidly generate pillars of increased and decreased 
altitude around them, of varying size 

Shaker 3 

327 Can absorb kinetic energy as a charge to power flight Brute 5, Mover 3 

328 Creates a singular duplicate identical to them, if one dies, the 
memories shift to the other one 

Breaker 3, Thinker 1 

329 Control of rodents at massive range Master 6 

330 Tinker(drones) Tinker 7, Master 4 



331 Implosion at range Blaster 7 

332 Can sense through plants at large radius Thinker 2 

333 Sedative touch Striker 5 

334 Can sprout and retract sharp, firm quills from their body Changer 3 

335 Grants permanent random powers Trump 12 

336 Complicated illusions over an a small radius and line of sight Stranger 8 

337 Can “reflect” through objects at touch Mover 6 

338 Tornado generation with them as the center Shaker 7 

339 Super strength and durability only when calm Brute 4 

340 Body moves inorganic things out of the way like they are water Breaker 4 

341 Can declare a “rule” that everyone that hears must obey, or 
they fall unconscious 

Master 9 

342 Tinker(weapon modifications) Tinker 7 

343 Object reflection at range(no manton) Blaster 3 

344 Can tell others powers in complete detail at sight (in person) Thinker 4 

345 Aggro touch Striker 7 

346 Transforms into extremely complicated machinery Changer 10, Tinker 6, 
Mover 6, Shaker 6, 
Brute 6, Breaker 6, 
Master 6, Blaster 6, 
Thinker 6, Striker 6, 
Trump 6, Stranger 6 

347 Copying powers from one person onto another temporarily Trump 4 

348 Area of Effect 1 minute memory wipe Stranger 5, Shaker 2 

349 Can teleport themselves and/or others to a total of 12 preset 
locations; setting a location takes a second of concentration 

Mover 8 

350 Creates a pulse of electricity and magnetism around them Shaker 5 

351 Can redirect the energy of attacks to a set object; setting an 
object takes a minute or two of concentration 

Brute 4 



352 Can translate body into information and travel through and 
interact with computers 

Breaker 4, Thinker 3, 
Mover 2 

353 Can control those they know the name of, one command at a 
time 

Master 6  

354 Tinker(Simulation) Tinker 4 

355 Can fire a stream of nearby objects at target Blaster 5, Shaker 1 

356 Can analyze the fine body language of others to predict attack 
patterns, tell when someone is lying, etcetera 

Thinker 4 

357 Tranquilizing touch Striker 4 

358 Can transform into any nearby object or person Changer 4 

359 Can grant power effects to objects  that activate when they 
object takes enough damage to effectively destroy it 

Trump 7 

360 Can “trade appearances” with a nearby object Stranger 3 

361 Can travel as a bolt of electricity through materials, especially 
electronics or conductors 

Mover 3 

362 Can teleport objects in a set area to anywhere in the radius 
(sphere), very fine control 

Shaker 5, Mover 2 

363 Body has a charge that powers invincibility and super 
strength, very short charge that recovers very quickly when 
not used 

Brute 4 

364 Can stop time for themselves for a set period, freezing them Breaker 4 

365 Can control invisible projections of themselves. As the number 
of projections increase in number, they decrease in 
proportional size. 1 projection = full size, 4 projections = 1/4th 

Master 5, Stranger 3 

366 Tinker(Teleportation) Tinker 4, Mover 3 

367 Can shoot very slow ping-pong sized balls of incredible 
concussive force 

Blaster 7 

368 Can increase their thought process so it appears that time has 
slowed down 

Thinker 5 

369 “Marks” targets by touch, which become significantly hotter or 
colder at touch, depending on the mark. 

Striker 4 

370 Transforms into large, complicated structures like elaborate Changer 10 



solid buildings or vehicles  

371 Can turn off other’s powers within a radius at will, gains that 
same power in a charge of the same time increment, which 
lasts until it is used 

Trump 5 

372 Their appearance always has the desired reaction to everyone 
around them (fear, apathy, anger, etc.) 

Stranger 5, Master 1 

373 Teleportation of themselves to anywhere. Mover 7 

374 Area of effect begins vibrating strongly. The longer the user is 
in the area, the more the surroundings break down. 

Shaker 3 

375 Can join inorganic materials hit with sufficient force to their 
body as a form of armor 

Brute 3 

376 Can alternate between invulnerability and intangibility, but can 
only hold each form for 12 seconds, and must recharge both 
for 6 before using them again 

Breaker 4, Brute 3 

377 Can manipulate the targets of aggression Master 5 

378 Tinker(Forcefields) Tinker 5 

379 Can fire held objects like speedy projectiles that adhere to 
whatever they hit 

Blaster 4 

380 Can accurately run a model of the universe in their head 
where everything is identical to the real world except for one 
thing 

Thinker 7 

381 Can mark a target, causing them to gain a kind of “magnetism” 
which pulls nearby objects toward them, which increases 
exponentially as more marks are added 

Striker 4 

382 Can transform into giant versions of small mammals Changer 8 

383 Everyone within an area of effect temporarily gains the sum 
total of all powers in the effect 

Trump 7 

384 Perceptibility inversely proportional to movement speed Stranger 3 

385 Moves faster the more they have been moving Mover 3 

386 Can pull or push things away from them with great force Shaker 4 

387 Super strength and super resilience, inversely proportional to 
one another 

Brute 5 



388 Body moves on autopilot to avoid damage Breaker 2 

389 Full control of a single individual while touching them, also full 
knowledge of everything they know. 

Master 6 

390 Tinker(Interlocking Tech) Tinker 4 

391 Blood Bullets (yours or anything they can see) Blaster 5 

392 Can create “filters”, which block out specific processes of the 
brain, such as emotion, pain, boredom, or need or sleep 

Thinker 6 

393 Can make objects inflexible but impervious to damage for a 
limited time 

Striker 3 

394 Can form a telekinetic giant human form around themselves  Changer 4, Brute 3 

395 Form a “counter-power” against one target at a time which 
mostly if not entirely nullifies the effects of the target’s power 

Trump 7 

396 Can project an astral form of themself capable of “suggesting” 
ideas to others, making the subject think the idea was their 
own. Astral form is invisible, can walk through walls, and fly 

Stranger 8, Master 3 

397 Jet propelled flight, minor physical buffs while flying Mover 5, Brute 2 

398 Powerful uncontrolled area manipulation based on emotions Shaker 9 

399 Can prolong the life of themself, and others at touch Brute 7, Striker 2 

400 Can decide on “filters” which cause the individual to no longer 
be affected by the desired thing, such as gravity, light, sound, 
or touch. However, they can no longer interact with the world 
in that way. 

Breaker 7 

401 Absorbs ambient solar radiation to create temporary mini-stars 
which last so long as there is built-up power capable of 
following simple instructions. 

Master 6, Blaster 3 

402 Tinker(Molecular Transmutation) Tinker 10 

403 Can shatter inorganic objects at range, regardless of material 
or toughness 

Blaster 4 

404 Can store any and all information easily, from phone numbers 
to DNA, and recall and use it without issue 

Thinker 6 

405 Touch-induced drunkenness Striker 4 

406 Can permanently alter their blood, giving it different properties Changer 4, Trump 4 



and effects, such as healing properties, corrosive or explosive 
effects when exposed to air, or even power negation. 

407 Can examine the usage of a power to copy it for a few 
seconds at a time, and must examine it again to gain another 
charge. There may only be one charge per power at a time, 
but there may be any number of different powers stored as 
charges.  

Trump 7 

408 Can induce doubt in targets, line of sight Stranger 3 

409 Can become intangible and gain increased speed while their 
body superheats everything occupying the same space  

Mover 4, Striker 2 

410 Gravity Manipulation Shaker 6 

411 Body made of sand; can dispel their body in one location and 
reconstitute it out of sand somewhere else 

Brute 8, Changer 5, 
Mover 3 

412 Infinite time-stalled pocket dimension, capable of storing any 
object of the user’s choice instantly at touch, to be called out 
at any time. Full working record of all things in the pocket 
dimension 

Breaker 10, Striker 7, 
Thinker 1 

413 Can create clones of themselves which are dispelled by 
shocks to their system, and can switch locations with any of 
their current clones 

Master 5, Mover 4, 
Thinker 1 

414 Tinker(Space-Time) Tinker 6 

415 Can fire a ball of paralyzing energy of varying sizes. The 
larger the ball, the slower it moves and the longer the effect 
lasts 

Blaster 4 

416 Complete Multi-tasking brain, capable of thinking of several 
different things all at the same time 

Thinker 3 

417 Can permanently alter the biology of animals in small amounts 
over time, making them smarter, faster, stronger, or covered in 
blades, for example 

Striker 6 

418 Can form armor and weapon constructs out of emotions: the 
more powerful the emotion, the more powerful the construct 

Changer 4 

419 Can copy the powers of another into an object. Powers cannot 
be copied more than once. Objects do not have the same 
magnitude of effect as the original power, but can be used 
without growing tired over time 

Trump 5 



420 Can take the mind of one person and place it in the body of 
another, rendering the former catatonic and the latter 
unconscious and ruled by the mind of the former. The user 
may carry one mind with them at a time 

Stranger 10, Striker 8  

421 Can fire themselves in straight lines with a great deal of force, 
gaining temporary invulnerability while flying, though they 
must take time to charge beforehand, and the time spent 
charging is reflective of their speed and power. 

Mover 5, Brute 4 

422 Carries around a “sentient building” with them, which can be 
created and dispelled at will, with whatever items they desire 
inside of it. However, they must remain nearby, and it takes 
longer to pull larger pieces of it into existence. Creating the 
building takes definitive concentration, and every item created 
must be understood in its entirety or it has the possibility of not 
coming out as intended 

Shaker 9 

423 Can drain the life of living beings to increase their strength and 
durability, as well as to heal themselves 

Brute 5, Shaker 5 

424 Consciousness enters a random new existing body upon 
death, though the other mind is still present and can be called 
upon for their knowledge or skillset 

Breaker 5, Stranger 3 

425 Can control the bodies of plants at sight, and gain information 
about all processes of the plants in question 

Master 7 

426 Tinker(Replication) Tinker 4 

427 Can cause increased gravity on a target at range, pulling them 
to the ground, halting flight, encumbering movement, and 
pulling objects toward themselves (one target at a time) 

Blaster 5 

428 Can sense benevolent and malevolent intentions in others Thinker 3 

429 Can “set” a material by touch, and then change substances 
into that material at touch. No Manton Effect, though affecting 
larger areas requires continual contact and takes much longer. 

Striker 8 

430 Can cause additional arms to sprout out of their body, but not 
out of the new arms. Can retract at will. Any damaged arm will 
be healed when brought back out. 

Changer 4 

431 Can copy the powers of a nearby person into an object at will Trump 12 

432 Can be “absorbed” through a person’s skin to emerge later Stranger 4, Changer 1  

433 Can set a “teleportation point” where they are standing, Mover 7 



allowing them to instantly transport themselves between those 
two places, as well as gain minor area knowledge of point 

434 Can create pillars of steel out of nearby surfaces to attack foes 
or move around quickly 

Shaker 5 

435 Immortal, invulnerable, eternally young, and immune to 
disease/poison 

Brute 6 

436 Can reduce their body into fewer dimensions and bring it back 
at will 

Breaker 5 

437 Can form a mental link with one animal at a time, greatly 
increasing its intelligence and allowing the user to control it at 
will, and sense through it. 

Master 5, Thinker 3 

438 Tinker(Architecture and structure) Tinker 3 

439 Can “mark” objects at touch and fling them telekinetically at a 
target at range.  

Blaster 4 

440 Claircognizance, things must be actively focused on to be 
seen 

Thinker 5, Stranger 5 

441 Touched objects rotate around them rapidly as satellites, the 
orbits and orientation of which can be altered at will 

Striker 4, Blaster 3 

442 Body is composed of a putty-like substance that can be 
controlled at will, making them able to stretch and contort 
themselves, but also making them very difficult to damage 

Changer 6, Brute 5 

443 Can give regular people random temporary powers depending 
on how their day is going 

Trump 6 

444 Body can copy aspects of the bodies of nearby others, as well 
as some of their skills and powers. Any changes are small, 
and powers are significantly weaker, though they can have 
many at a time. 

Stranger 3, Thinker 1, 
Trump 1 

445 Can become electricity and fly up into the sky where they 
travel for a time until coming down as a lightning bolt 

Mover 9, Striker 8 

446 Can increase fundamental attributes of matter within a short 
radius, such as acceleration, mass, volume, radiation level, 
potential energy, etc. 

Shaker 9 

447 Becomes stronger and more durable as they become 
damaged 

Brute 3 



448 Can make their body intangible. Anything inside their body 
when it becomes tangible once again is annihilated 

Breaker 8, Striker 7 

449 Can generate and control ooze from their body, making it into 
blasts, slicks, or simple constructs that follow basic commands 

Master 5, Blaster 2, 
Shaker 1 

450 Tinker(Prosthetics and human-like robotics) Tinker 6, Master 3 

451 Can fire concussive blasts with a great deal of recoil to propel 
themselves faster and even allow flight 

Blaster 5, Mover 4  

452 Can set “monitoring tags” line of sight on objects or individuals 
showing their status at any given moment regardless of 
distance. The fewer tags in play, the more elaborate the 
information 

Thinker 4 

453 Can coat parts of their body in a brilliantly hot plasma Striker 6 

454 Can transform their body into a lava form capable of cooling 
parts of itself at will to form a pseudo-skin 

Changer 9, Brute 8, 
Striker 7 

455 Can share the powers of everyone touching them between all 
of those people, at full strength 

Trump 9 

456 Can shapeshift into a perfect copy of any object nearby, and 
hold that shape until it is changed through stress or damage, 
though the character themself is not hurt 

Stranger 6, Changer 5 

457 Can fly by firing homing shots behind them, which aim at a 
target decided at the time of firing 

Mover 5, Blaster 4 

458 Can suck in the air around them, creating a vacuum, and 
expel it as a localized pressure explosion 

Shaker 3 

459 Can redirect the energy focused on them to other random 
nearby objects, preventing themselves from being harmed by 
fire, punches, etc. 

Brute 5 

460 Can revert themselves to a body made of light, allowing 
themselves to phase through some objects and move very 
quickly 

Breaker 3, Mover 1 

461 Can control frozen water, and freeze and melt nearby water at 
will 

Master 6, Shaker 3 

462 Tinker(Interlocking pieces) Tinker 3 

463 Can breathe out plants at high speed(thorns, vines, sap, 
seeds as fast as bullets); intuitive understanding of plants  

Blaster 6, Thinker 1 



464 Can discern motivation and intention in others Thinker 5 

465 Can cause hemorrhaging at touch  Striker 5 

466 Can conjure objects with their life energy, but cannot decide 
what kind of objects are summoned, as the shard decides 
what is most useful. Up to 3 at a time 

Changer 5 

467 Copies the opposite of the powers of nearby 
parahumans(takes powers instead of gives them, heals 
instead of destroys, cools instead of heats, etc.) 

Trump 9 

468 Can launch a small ball invisible to all but the user, which 
allows the user to see in that area and teleport to the location 
at which the ball landed on the ground. Only one at a time 

Stranger 2, Mover 2, 
Thinker 1 

469 Can fly quickly and with great agility, leaving behind a 
time-locked after images which are impervious to harm for a 
random amount of time up to a few minutes  

Mover 5, Shaker 3 

470 Can generate and control hair-like structures with the strength 
of spider silk and varying length 

Shaker 7, Blaster 3 

471 Empowered by the deaths they witness, weakened by the 
deaths they cause 

Brute 4 

472 Can set a timer in their head and cease existing until the timer 
runs out, at which point they will return 

Breaker 4 

473 Can control invisible telekinetic summons which manipulate 
objects fully through mental commands 

Master 5 

474 Tinker(Sociology) Tinker 5, Thinker 4 

475 Can duplicate objects at range. The faster something is 
moving, the more copies are made 

Blaster 7 

476 Can create a mirror universe simulation in their head, which 
they can affect and observe on a godly scale in real time 

Thinker 12 

477 Can create “conditions” at touch on others, which if met will 
produce a random positive effect for a short time, and if failed 
will produce a negative effect. Each condition has a time limit 
to be completed depending on how difficult the task is to be 
performed. The larger the time, the greater the magnitude of 
the effect 

Striker 6 

478 Can give themselves small characteristics of animals, and 
combine them into a larger form 

Changer 6, Thinker 2, 
Stranger 1 



479 Can remotely alter the powers of others and how they work Trump 6 

480 Can cause others to revere them at touch Stranger 4, Master 3 

481 Grants temporary invulnerability while moving touched targets 
or self a set distance 

Mover 2, Blaster 2 

482 Can generate an effect around them that either dampens 
inertia, protecting and slowing things in the area, or 
accelerating them to prompt faster, less controlled movement. 
Can affect themself independently of the general effect, with 
some benefits of a dampening effect alongside the benefits of 
acceleration. 

Shaker 3, Brute 2, 
Striker 2, Mover 2 

483 Absorbs impacts and utilizes the energy to trigger physical 
changes, including new features, armor and weaponry 

Brute 6, Changer 5 

484 Nonlethal, albeit painful absorption of skin from touched 
subjects. Gains permanent increase to strength and durability 
as a result. Limited ability to alter skin patterns 

Breaker 4, Striker 4, 
Brute 1*, Mover 0* 
*increased with use 

485 Can project moving-object illusions based on nearby objects 
or persons 

Master 2, Shaker 2 

486 Tinker(Performance Enhancing Mixtures) Tinker 5, Trump 2, 
Blaster 1, Brute 1, 
Master 1 

487 Can turn nearby light sources into ranged weapons  Blaster 8, Shaker 8 

488 Has three types of enhanced senses, but only one is usable at 
a time.  
1. Zoomed sight with simultaneous viewing and processing of 
multiple scenes in F.O.V. 
2. Sight through inorganic material.  Can be used to locate 
persons through walls. 
3. Organic sight that allows them to see the inner workings of 
an individual’s body in detail. 

Thinker 3 

489 Can manipulate the energies of movement, acceleration, and 
motion relative to themself and the things they touch 

Striker 7 

490 Can take the form of a living being of condensation, drawing 
all available airborne or liquid moisture to them and reshaping 
themself as they will. Shift between a liquid and gel-like form 

Changer 6, Brute 6, 
Shaker 6, Mover 5, 
Blaster 4, Stranger 4 

491 Can equip themself with a tremendous array of powers, but is Trump 12 



limited to three-to-four at a time and the powers they chooses 
take time to build up strength 

492 Can compel others through touch to move a set distance and 
attack anything that comes within their range 

Stranger 6, Striker 4 

493 Short Range Teleportation, electromagnetic pulses on 
reappearance capable of knocking out tech 

Mover 4, Shaker 2 

494 Can create gravity traps with optional cutting edges and 
crushing offensive applications. 

Shaker 7, Mover 1 

495 Enhanced durability which exponentiates rapidly as the level 
of damage increases 

Brute 5 

496 Can transform into an extremely durable, immobile structure 
capable of controlling the nervous systems of humans and 
animals, as well as minutely manipulate computers 

Breaker 9, Master 8, 
Brute 6, Mover -1 

497 Can create duplicates of themself over continental distances, 
all sharing one hivemind as well as independent intelligence 

Master 9, Mover 4  

498 Tinker(Machines that mimic animal biological functions) Tinker 5 

499 Can create twin forcefields that slam together rapidly before 
dissipating, causing massive crushing damage 

Blaster 6  

500 Can view many random possible divergent futures up to a 
handful of hours away at a time 

Thinker 4 

501 Can create weapons and martial shields out of hard light, and 
can condense themself into a bouncing sphere of hard light, 
being effectively invincible and untouchable at the cost of all 
mobility 

Striker 5, Changer 1 

502 Has a body entirely composed of thin threads, capable of 
reorganizing themselves into various structures and shapes, 
restitching tears, and absorbing the impact of most attacks 

Changer 8, Brute 6 

503 Can grant a random power and temporary human 
consciousness to animals 

Trump 9, Master 7 

504 Can turn others into touched copies of themself for a limited 
duration. These duplicates can also use this ability, but the 
duration is decreased significantly each cycle 

Stranger 8, Master 6  

505 Can fly at speeds faster than the speed of sound; has a 
virtually invincible body; has near-perfect memory retention, 
accelerated processing and learning, and the ability to sense 

Mover 9, Brute 9, 
Thinker 6 



emotions 

506 Localized Aversion Field Shaker 4, Stranger 2 

507 Can heal any damage they take, temporarily covering that 
area of their body in diamond armor, potentially rendering 
them completely immobile if enough damage is done quickly 
enough 

Brute 4 

508 Can transform into a seemingly two-dimensional form capable 
of enveloping others and exerting force to control their bodies 
and assume limited control of their powers  

Breaker 7, Master 5, 
Mover 1 

509 Can use vibrations to deliver debilitating and terrifying 
hallucinations to all those within a moderate radius 

Master 4, Shaker 4 

510 Tinker(Biological Body Enhancement) Tinker 6 

511 Large scale, slowly moving, devastatingly destructive energy 
blasts capable of leveling buildings 

Blaster 8, Shaker 6 

512 Can “remember” memories things that others have thought 
frequently in the nearby area, such as safe combinations, 
computer passwords, or the names of others 

Thinker 3 

513 Can freeze anything in time for a period between 30 seconds 
to 10 minutes by simply touching it, with no control over the 
time. While the objects is frozen, it cannot be broken or hurt. 

Striker 7 

514 Can transform into an approximately person-sized ball of putty 
which gradually grows as the form is maintained. The ball 
picks up detritus in the nearby area, adding it to the central 
body as limbs, skin, and other body parts. The putty is 
completely mobile, but cannot be forced out of its ball form 
without a considerable amount of of time and effort, meaning 
that joints are generally made of putty while other parts of the 
limb are made from surrounding material 

Changer 7, Brute 5, 
Mover 2 

515 Can permanently steal powers at touch and permanently 
redirect them to powerless individuals 

Trump 9, Striker 9 

516 Can create an aura which creates false memories in the 
people around them, justifying what they’re doing 

Stranger 7 

517 Can charge up energy to release in quick burst of super 
speed, super strength, enhanced durability, and minor 
electromagnetic control 

Mover 6, Breaker 5, 
Brute 2, Striker 1  

518 Can light nearby water on fire as if it was napalm  Shaker 6 



519 Electromagnetic Forcefield provides strength and durability Brute 5, Breaker 4 

520 Can toggle between two breaker states, one granting 
exceedingly maneuverable flight abilities, the other turning 
them into an immobile artillery platform 

Breaker 10: 
1. Mover 6, Brute 8 
2.Mover -1, Blaster 9 

521 Can create functioning humanoid minions from each person 
within an area, at those people’s locations 

Master 9 

522 Tinker(miniaturization/efficiency) Tinker 7 

523 Can fire two kinds of orbs of hard light which detonate either 
concussively or explosively 

Blaster 6 

524 Can co-opt and draw inspiration from Tinkers Thinker 9 

525 Complete biokinesis on everyone except themselves Striker 9 

526 Can transform into a living fire which grows as it absorbs 
nearby flames. Can throw blasts of fire, and is mostly immune 
to physical assault due to their form 

Changer 6, Blaster 4 

527 Can set up power-nullification fields at touch which last a few 
minutes and disable all effects of powers in the radius 

Trump 4 

528 Can compel others to tell the truth and remain calm in their 
presence, without feeling unjust for spilling their darkest 
secrets 

Stranger 5, Master 3 

529 Can form a thin forcefield around their body allowing them to 
fly, lift massive loads and resist damage, though significant 
damage can short it out, requiring time for it to recharge 
(usually seconds). Can also use a an aura to impose emotions 
of awe, fear, and respect in others 

Mover 7, Brute 6, 
Shaker 3, Master 3 

530 Semiliquid forcefield constructions are projected out to layer 
surfaces, quickly setting into a rigid state. Can mold 
constructions into simple objects and contraptions 

Shaker 4, Thinker 1, 
Striker 1 

531 Can “imprint” on an object, allowing them to sense through it 
and redirect any force on their body to the objects, allowing it 
to take the hit instead. Imprinting takes more time the larger 
the object, and their body in turn is damaged as the object is 
questioned by any force other than their power 

Brute 5, Thinker 1 

532 Can enter a “powered” mode, in which they glow brightly and 
can utilize any power currently ongoing within a sizeable area, 
though they become incapable of any action not related to 

Breaker 6, Trump 6 



power usage, such as talking or basic movement 

533 Can create clones of themselves which pop like balloons 
when their skin is ruptured, but the user absorbs any 
information or experience the clone had gathered by the time 
of its destruction. Each pop is a very small explosion, but is 
loud and can be painful at close range 

Master 7, Thinker 6, 
Striker 1 

534 Tinker(Wavelength manipulation) Tinker 7 

535 Can fire concussive blasts which influence the target’s 
emotions; can sense emotions 

Blaster 4, Master 1, 
Thinker 1 

536 Can sense the emotions of others and absorb them into the 
user within a small radius, and gains an understanding for 
their cause, as well as a small amount of a power related to 
that emotion 

Thinker 4, Trump 2, 
Master 1, Stranger 1 

537 Can explode things they touch with a blinding flash, though it 
does not bother the user. This can even be used on 
themselves, though this doesn’t hurt them either 

Striker 2 

538 Can transform into a living landscape, complete with rivers, 
mountains, and plantlife. However, as they grow, it takes 
longer and longer to expand their area. Additionally, the larger 
they become the less conscious control they have over their 
“body”. They have full control over everything in their “Body”, 
be it the water of a river, the trees grown on their hills, or the 
dirt of their main body. Significant damage to the landscape 
can seriously debilitate them or kill them outright, and they 
require a great deal of rest to put themselves back together 
again 

Changer 9, Brute 6, 
Shaker 6, Stranger 4 

539 Can grant a signle power to an object, granting it a low level of 
intelligence, allowing it to follow extremely basic orders 

Trump 5, Master 2 

540 Can cause others to believe that their actions are reasonable 
and anything distasteful about them is due to some invisible 
“other” 

Stranger 6 

541 Can propel themself and others with telekinetic “hooks” which 
can wrap around objects and pull them with great force 

Mover 5, Shaker 3 

542 Can alter water around them into a heavy, slow moving, 
explosive, corrosive mist 

Shaker 4 

543 Can copy the molecular composition of any object at touch, 
effectively turning parts of, or the entirety of, their body into the 

Brute 7, Striker 6, 
Changer 2 



substance. To change back into a fleshy form requires 
touching some form of flesh at hand. Copying an object 
destroys it up to the amount of mass transferred 

544 Can enter a “flicker state”, in which their body resets itself to 
the state it was in when first activating their power every 1 
second, allowing them to shrug off larger, non lethal hits. 
Additionally, they can move short distances while flickering, 
giving them a kind of enhanced speed and the ability to pass 
through thin barriers 

Breaker 6, Brute 5, 
Mover 1 

545 Can combine two different organisms at touch to create a 
chimera composed of the pieces of the user’s choice. This 
chimera can be controlled telepathically, and the user can 
sense through it. Can only make one at a time, and making a 
new one separates the previous one 

Master 8, Striker 6, 
Thinker 1 

546 Tinker(Modular tech) Tinker 4 

547 Can fly, create blasts of hard light from their hands, or create 
forcefields 

Blaster 4, Mover 3, 
Shaker 3 

548 Can see into alternate pasts and get a sense for a chain of 
events if something were to go differently 

Thinker 9, Stranger 8 

549 Can exude a very small cloud of capsaicin around themself Striker 3 

550 Can transform into a hypermobile tree creature capable of 
absorbing other plant life to regenerate and grow stronger 

Changer 6, Brute 4, 
Stranger 1 

551 Can copy the powers of any person they’ve come in contact 
with, one at a time 

Trump 7 

552 Can cause everyone that senses them to believe they are the 
person in that individual’s memories that most embodies an 
emotion chosen by the user at activation 

Stranger 5 

553 Can “trade locations” with a large amount of mass over any 
distance, so long as they know what mass they’re transporting 
with them 

Mover 5 

554 Terrakinesis Shaker 9 

555 Increased strength and durability proportional to the object 
their power is acting on 

Brute 4 

556 Can change into a form of pure electricity to deliver electric 
shocks and travel through conductive materials 

Breaker 5, Mover, 4, 
Striker 4 



557 Can control a 6’ diameter sphere of liquid metal, and gains a 
sense of touch based on the location of each bit of the metal 

Master 8, Thinker 1 

558 Tinker(Advanced Vehicles) Tinker 6, Mover 5 

559 Can fly, shoot lasers, and endure strong attacks. The lasers 
are completely controlled by the user, even in mid flight 

Blaster 10, Mover 10, 
Breaker 5 

560 Can send out ghostly copies of themself which are invisible, 
can fly and walk through walls, but can’t interact with the world 
around them. All can interact with the main body, however 

Thinker 7, Stranger 5, 
Master 1 

561 Can cause others to vanish at touch to reappear a random 
amount of time later 

Striker 5 

562 Can transform into half-animal, half-human hybrids at will Changer 4 

563 Can copy nearby and recently used powers for a short period 
of time, with stronger effects the closer the time is to the last 
usage of the power 

Trump 6 

564 Can ask questions that others are compelled to answer 
without their noticing that anything is strange 

Stranger 5 

565 Can move through space as they wish(phasing, teleporting, 
etc.) so long as no one is looking at them while they do it 

Mover 6 

566 Can create a “Stabilization Field” which brings objects to a 
neutral state. Movement slows, temperature normalizes, 
pressure stabilizes, etc. 

Shaker 5 

567 Can become unmovable at will, ceasing all acceleration on 
their body, even gravity. Any outside force will not be able to 
harm or move them 

Brute 2 

568 Can enter a breaker state allowing them to shift spacial 
dimensions, as well as change the dimensionality of objects at 
touch. Additionally, has an increased understanding of space 
and spatial planes 

Breaker 8, Striker 7, 
Brute 1, Thinker 1  

569 Can attach emotions to objects, making anyone who touches 
them experience that emotion 

Master 5, Tinker 1 

570 Tinker(pheromones and chemical signals) Tinker 7, Master 3 

571 Can fire “expansion blasts” which greatly increase an 
inorganic target’s volume by interspersing a fluid such as 
nearby water or air between the molecules of the target, 
causing it to balloon in size, its structure to weaken, and a 

Blaster 3 



vacuum to form temporarily around the target 

572 Has “classification vision”, allowing them to see objects and 
creatures in real time different classifications as chosen by the 
user, such as “truth/lie”, “lethal radiation level/safe”, or even 
“banana/not banana”. Having too many different parameters 
running at the same can make it difficult to read all of them, 
and changing parameters takes a few seconds 

Thinker 7 

573 Can cause sense blindness at touch, causing the target to 
become completely detached from the real world and all of 
their senses 

Striker 4 

574 Can reform body into a non-newtonian fluid, making rapid 
movements give their body a stiffness which makes sudden 
blows very damaging, whereas slow movements cause them 
to seep around grips and obstacles 

Changer 6, Brute 3, 
Mover 1 

575 “Respawns” with a new power each time they are killed Trump 6, Brute 4 

576 Can manipulate the senses of all around them to make them 
believe something is occurring when it is not, so long as the 
individual believes that it is not illusory. However, this illusion 
is not capable of exerting force on the world around it 

Stranger 10 

577 Can construct circular portals out of nearby objects which 
hover in place until the circle is damaged, locked to an object 
like a superconductor. These portals can be linked to one 
another, allowing the connection of any two or more points at 
will. These connections may be altered at will. The user gains 
a “map” in their head of the size, state, and connections of 
each portal 

Mover 6, Thinker 2, 
Master 1, Tinker 1  

578 Can create a “black flame” which eats through inorganic 
material at will and can obscure the sight of nearby 
individuals, though it does not bother the user 

Shaker 5 

579 Has a body full of a workforce incredibly tiny “people”, each 
the size of a flea, who perpetually rebuild the user’s body. 
Additionally, when in perfect health those tiny people can be 
given other tasks, such as reinforcing bone matter with 
ingested steel, removing poison from the body, or even 
cleansing the body of oils and dead skin. However, these tiny 
people have difficulty finding the body again once they exit, 
and cannot communicate with the host body over any 
distance. Any loss of the workforce must be replenished over 
time 

Brute 5, Master 1 



580 Can slow themself in relation to the world while greatly 
increasing their effect on it, effectively giving them greatly 
increased strength and vulnerability 

Breaker 4, Brute 4 

581 Can create phantom apparitions through line of sight which 
last longer the faster the user is moving in relation to the 
surface they are emerging from. These apparitions are 
invulnerable, and can extend this power of invulnerability to 
objects and others at touch for so long as they exist. The 
faster the user is moving in relation to the surface they are 
emerging from, the stronger the apparitions are. When not 
moving, the apparitions last just under a second and are very 
weak physically 

Master 8 

582 Tinker(Sound Waves) Tinker 6 

583 Dehydration beam that sucks the moisture out of everything it 
hits and redirects it to a pocket dimension which can be 
accessed to produce a stream of water of varying size 

Blaster 4 

584 Can mimic neurologically processes such as thinking or 
moving by watching an individual as they perform the action in 
question, allowing a low level of skill copying, as well as 
providing a mental model for how someone might approach a 
problem. This model grows more accurate the more time is 
spent watching the target 

Thinker 4 

585 Can induce a coma at touch, permanently boosting their own 
mental processing power marginally each time 

Striker 9, Thinker 1+  

586 Can transform into any of their genetic ancestors Changer 5, Stranger 5, 
Mover 1 

587 Can give a random very potent power that begins to 
cannibalize its user after about a day 

Trump 7, Striker 7 

588 Becomes harder to notice as the number of people that are 
present increases 

Stranger 5 

589 Can teleport explosively, launching copies of any one object 
they are touching at a high speed in all directions, only to 
reappear a moment later where one of the objects reached 

Mover 5, Shaker 5 

590 Can create a highly defensive spherical forcefield of varying 
size around themself, which they can roll to propel themself 
and any passengers or cargo with them forward at great 
speed while the contents are held gyroscopically still 

Shaker 6, Mover 5 



591 Can form “shells” over themself, each tougher than the 
previous, making them a bit larger for each layer and providing 
them a small increase in strength. Adding an additional layer 
takes some time. Each shell appears to simply be a larger 
form of themself 

Brute 1+, Changer 1 

592 Can transform into a whirlwind of superheated plasma capable 
of generating powerful bolts of electricity 

Breaker 7, Shaker 5, 
Mover 1 

593 Can “tune” individuals to certain noises, causing their wills to 
bend to the command of the user when they hear said noise 

Master 5 

594 Tinker(Hard light holographic projections) Tinker 5 

595 Can lock the location of two objects at range, causing them to 
remain motionless and a set distance away with respect to 
one another, unless acted upon by a force or disabled by the 
user 

Blaster 4 

596 Can put mental copies of others into a “mind palace” of their 
own design, allowing them to have an army of intellects 
always under their command, provided they can convince the 
others to do what they want. The user can also view or 
change anything in this mental area at will 

Thinker 6 

597 Can alter the mental positioning of others relative to their 
physical bodies, effectively giving them out of body 
experiences 

Striker 5, Thinker 1 

598 Complete biokinesis over their own cells, allowing them 
rudimentary shapeshifting abilities, even into completely 
non-humanoid forms 

Changer 3, Brute 1, 
Stranger 1  

599 Can put anyone they can see to sleep, dragging them into a 
dreamworld. Prolonged exposure causes physical changes 
and power shifts reflective of how they dream themself 

Trump 7, Stranger 7 

600 Can “inspire” nearby others at will, breaking through their 
mental processes and locking them into a state of creativity, 
imagination, emotion, and focus 

Stranger 8, Trump 7, 
Master 1, Tinker 1 

601 Can burn parts of their body in atomic reactions at the cellular 
level to provide energy for flight and energy blasts. This 
regenerates rather quickly, but if unused, their power causes 
them to stockpile excess biomatter, resulting in a mutated 
exterior(Far too much muscle, chitinous exoskeleton, bony 
growths, sacs of fat). Can choose what to burn for fuel, but not 
how they regenerate or how their biomatter stockpiles 

Mover 8, Blaster 8, 
Brute 1-4, Changer 2, 
Stranger 1 



602 Can create zones of “shared space”, where everything in each 
of the radii exists in all of the locations at the same time. One 
of the zones must always be centered on their location, but 
the others can be anywhere in the world. This does not allow 
true teleportation, and if something is to leave the radius or the 
effect is to end, it disappears from all locations except the one 
it originated from. 

Shaker 6, Mover 4 

603 Can cover their body with constructions of carbon(including 
diamond), though the carbon must be taken from the 
environment or their own body 

Brute 4, Changer 1, 
Striker 1 

604 Can transform into a sentient room, capable of connecting all 
others inside of it telepathically, allowing all of them to 
communicate mentally, shaping themself into furniture, tools, 
equipment of their own design or anyone’s within the room. 
However, anything they create must be brought back into their 
body when they reform or they will otherwise suffer extreme 
pain 

Breaker 5, Changer 3, 
Thinker 1 Tinker 1 

605 Can take a few hours to mentally connect with one animal at a 
time, making it into a “familiar”. Can sense through the familiar 
over any distance, and control them as an extension of 
themselves. The familiar can paralyze animals at touch, and 
gradually fuse with the animal in question, gaining temporary 
autobiokinesis under the control of the user, allowing them to 
pick and choose how the familiar changes, if at all. 

Master 3, Striker 2, 
Stranger 1 

606 Tinker(Oxidizing Reactions) Tinker 5 

607 Can release a vast collection of small homing projectiles which 
become larger and more powerful the longer they fly before 
hitting their target 

Blaster 4 

608 Can telepathically link themself to one other person at a time, 
allowing them to ask the target’s subconscious questions 
without the target noticing. The questions must be clear and 
short, or the subconscious will be unable to understand 
properly. 

Thinker 4 

609 Can manipulate hormone generation at touch Striker 3, Brute 1 

610 Can take the form of physical objects they can see. While 
transformed, they lose all of their senses(except hearing) and 
mobility, but gain a spatial awareness focused on the radius 
around them 

Changer 2, Thinker 1, 
Stranger 1 

611 Can manipulate what individuals have which powers within Trump 8 



their radius, rerouting their enemies’ abilities to their allies, or 
simply managing their allies’ power pool. Cannot route powers 
to themself, or give someone more than one power at once 

612 Can transfer their consciousness to another target at touch. 
Bodies they inhabit  regain their consciousness when the user 
leaves the body, but has no memory of the events taking 
place 

Stranger 8 

613 Can focus on a memory of a location to teleport there. The 
stronger, more vivid, and more recent the memory, the faster 
the teleport 

Mover 3 

614 Can create door sized ”portals” in the area around them that 
link to one another, and those links can be cycled by the user. 
Their radius becomes larger the longer they go without 
moving, but shrinks the second they move, even through one 
of their own portals. The faster they’re moving, the more it 
shrinks 

Shaker 4, Mover 2 

615 Gains increased strength the longer they go without moving. 
Spending a great deal of time unconscious or resting gives 
them a giant power surge, but it burns from all kinds of 
movement, whether the user wants to preserve their reserve 
or not 

Brute 1-8 

616 Can transform into a mass of fire. The more fire around them, 
the more they can draw into their form, and the bigger it 
becomes and longer they can maintain it. When there is less 
volume of flame of flame than their original body, they are 
forcibly reverted back. Their fire form is pyrokinetic, even over 
its own body, though it quickly disappears if it does not have 
adequate fuel to keep itself going 

Breaker 6, Shaker 4, 
Blaster 2, Mover 2 

617 Can create a self-duplicating homunculus of intelligence equal 
to their own, but each time it divides, its intelligence is halved. 
Creating one from scratch takes up to a day in a comatose 
state, but duplicating only takes a few seconds 

Master 4 

618 Tinker(Genetic Engineering/DNA splicing) Tinker 8, Master 2 

619 Can designate a “target” at range and “projectiles” at touch, 
causing the projectiles to fly rapidly at the target as a homing 
missile 

Blaster 5, Striker 4 

620 Can borrow the mental processing power of anyone nearby, 
reducing them to a vegetative state while they are within a 
small radius. This can temporarily grant them the Thinker and 

Thinker 1-10, Tinker 
0-10, Shaker 3, Trump 
1 



Tinker powers of one of their targets  

621 Can use a necrotizing touch that causes organic matter to 
break down and decay 

Striker 7 

622 Can trade physicality and biology with a target at touch, 
possibly granting them low level Brute abilities if the target is 
exceptionally large or tough. The user can switch the bodies 
back at will to heal themselves, though this also restores their 
target 

Changer 6, Brute 1-5, 
Stranger 3, Striker 3 

623 Can create temporary “application fields” and “suppression 
fields” that make all powers within the areas stronger or 
weaker, respectively 

Trump 4, Shaker 2 

624 Can induce a trance-like state in a target at touch, granting 
them a fake memory lasting as long as they effect does. The 
user can shape the memory, but only in general sweeps 

Stranger  4, Striker 2 

 


